Results from a Test-to-Release from Isolation Strategy Among Fully Vaccinated National Football League Players and Staff Members with COVID-19 — United States, December 14–19, 2021
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During December 2021, the United States experienced a surge in COVID-19 cases, coinciding with predominance of the SARS-CoV-2 B.1.1.529 (Omicron) variant (1). During this surge, the National Football League (NFL) and NFL Players Association (NFLPA) adjusted their protocols for test-to-release from COVID-19 isolation on December 16, 2021, based on analytic assessments of their 2021 test-to-release data. Fully vaccinated* persons with COVID-19 were permitted to return to work once they were asymptomatic or fever-free and experiencing improving symptoms for ≥24 hours, and after two negative or high cycle-threshold (Ct) results (Ct≥35) from either of two reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) tests† (2). This report describes data from NFL’s SARS-CoV-2 testing program (3) and time to first negative or Ct≥35 result based on serial COVID-19 patient testing during isolation. Among this occupational cohort of 173 fully vaccinated adults with confirmed COVID-19 during December 14–19, 2021, a period of Omicron variant predominance, 46% received negative test results or had a subsequent RT-PCR test result with a Ct≥35 by day 6 postdiagnosis (i.e., concluding 5 days of isolation) and 84% before day 10. The proportion of persons with positive test results decreased with time, with approximately one half receiving positive RT-PCR test results after postdiagnosis day 5. Although this test result does not necessarily mean these persons are infectious (RT-PCR tests might continue to return positive results long after an initial positive result) (4), these findings indicate that persons with COVID-19 should continue taking precautions, including correct and consistent mask use, for a full 10 days after symptom onset or initial positive test result if they are asymptomatic.

The NFL consists of 32 member clubs based in 24 states. NFL required COVID-19 vaccination (as of June 7, 2021) and boosters (as of December 27) for staff members who directly interact with players and incentivized but did not require vaccination among players. By October 13, 2021, the NFL population vaccination rate was >96% (staff members >99%; players >94%) (5). For most of the 2021 season, fully vaccinated persons were tested weekly and unvaccinated persons were tested daily by RT-PCR; antigen testing was not used. On December 18, 2021, testing protocols transitioned to symptom- or exposure-based testing, determined through enhanced symptom screening and contact tracing for fully vaccinated persons, resulting in approximately two thirds the number of tests, but retaining a high level of case detection (6). Around the same time, NFL also updated test-to-release protocols (Box). Daily testing was requested for all fully vaccinated persons with COVID-19, who could be released from isolation if they were asymptomatic or fever-free with symptoms improved for 24 hours with medical staff clearance, and receipt of two negative or Ct≥35 RT-PCR test results (point of care [POC] or laboratory-based) within 24 hours (2). Although Ct values have not been validated as a measure of infectiousness (7), a conservative Ct cutoff was chosen by NFL based on higher Ct values correlating with limited culturable virus in other studies (8).

COVID-19 cases§ identified during December 12, 2021–January 1, 2022, were stratified by whether persons were fully vaccinated, partially vaccinated, or unvaccinated. SARS-CoV-2 tests included either laboratory-based real-time RT-PCR (BioReference Laboratories RT-PCR assay [Roche Cobas assay, Roche]) or POC RT-PCR (Mesa Biotech Accula SARS-CoV-2 Test, Mesa Biotech Inc.). Both tests demonstrated

---

*Fully vaccinated was defined as ≥14 days after primary vaccination series completion, with or without a booster. Partially vaccinated was defined by NFL as receipt of 1 dose of a 2-dose series or ≤14 days after primary vaccine series completion. Under NFL-NFLPA protocols, persons with 1 dose of a 2-dose mRNA vaccination series and a documented history of COVID-19 were subject to the same requirements as were fully vaccinated persons in the NFL-NFLPA protocols; however, these persons were excluded from analyses summarizing the test-to-release from isolation strategy.

†SARS-CoV-2 tests included either laboratory-based real-time RT-PCR (BioReference Laboratories RT-PCR assay [Roche Cobas assay, Roche]) or point of care (POC) RT-PCR (Mesa Biotech Accula SARS-CoV-2 test, Mesa Biotech Inc.). The Roche Cobas RT-PCR test used received Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Emergency Use Authorization as a qualitative diagnostic assay with a Ct cutoff of ≥40. Use of this assay with alternative Ct cutoffs is not authorized by FDA. The Mesa Biotech Accula test produces a qualitative result (positive/negative) without Ct values.

§A COVID-19 case was defined as detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA using a diagnostic nucleic acid amplification test performed by a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments–certified provider and confirmed by additional RT-PCR tests alongside clinical adjudication. For COVID-19 cases, day of diagnosis (“day zero”) was defined as the day of first positive test result, which in this setting of high access to testing was often the day of symptom onset.
BOX. Test-to-release from isolation procedures — National Football League, United States, June 16, 2021–January 1, 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>June 16, 2021 (NFL season start)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Requested daily laboratory-based and POC RT-PCR testing* for all fully vaccinated† persons with COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Permitted fully vaccinated persons with COVID-19 to voluntarily return to work early (before 10 days since first positive test) upon meeting the following testing and clinical criteria:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Testing criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Two negative laboratory-based RT-PCR tests separated by ≥24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- One negative POC RT-PCR test before entry on the date of entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Clinical criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Asymptomatic for 48 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Medical clearance by the team physician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Review of test results by the NFL Chief Medical Officer and clinical consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Upon return, all persons followed existing NFL-NFLPA masking and behavioral protocols</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>November 9, 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Requested daily laboratory-based RT-PCR testing for all fully vaccinated persons with COVID-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Permitted fully vaccinated persons with COVID-19 to voluntarily return to work early (before 10 days since first positive test) upon meeting the following testing and clinical criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Testing criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Days 1–6 after a confirmed positive test result: two negative laboratory-based RT-PCR test results separated by ≥24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Days 7–10 after a confirmed positive test result: 1) one negative laboratory-based RT-PCR test result; and 2) one negative POC RT-PCR test result before entry on the day following specimen collection of initial laboratory-based RT-PCR test (taken ≥24 hours later)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Clinical criteria: Days 1–6 or Days 7–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Asymptomatic for 48 hours (other than loss of taste or smell)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Medical clearance by the team physician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Confirmation of test results by the NFL Chief Medical Officer and clinical consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Upon return, all persons followed existing NFL-NFLPA masking and behavioral protocols</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See box footnotes on the next page.

Previous high performance in this setting (3) (NFL, unpublished data). Sequence analysis was performed using Illumina COVIDSeq (9) for a portion of cases. Symptoms throughout illness were clinically monitored but not centrally recorded; NFL clubs requesting early return permission were required to provide documentation of asymptomatic or improving symptom status. Clubs were requested to closely monitor persons returning and report any new symptoms; persons returning were required to adhere to applicable NFL-NFLPA masking policies.

This report describes results from the NFL test-to-release from isolation strategy for fully vaccinated persons with confirmed COVID-19 during December 14–19, 2021. These dates reflect a period during which the Omicron variant accounted for 97% of sequenced viruses, and protocols requested COVID-19 patients test daily for 10 days after diagnosis (isolation ended on day 5 beginning December 28, 2021). Fully vaccinated persons were included if they were tested ≥6 times during infection, with a final test on day 8 or 9 postdiagnosis or achieved two negative or Ct≥35 RT-PCR test results (after which testing ceased). Subsequent transmission from persons returning from isolation early could not be ascertained because of high community COVID-19 incidence and limited Omicron genomic sequencing diversity. The analysis in this report was conducted by IQVIA on behalf of NFL with CDC’s support. This activity was reviewed by CDC and was conducted consistent with applicable federal law and CDC policy.

During December 12, 2021—January 1, 2022, a surge in COVID-19 cases occurred among NFL players and staff, with an average of 336 cases per week, compared with 30 cases per week during the preceding 3 months. Sixty-six (53%) cases occurred among 125 unvaccinated persons, three (23%)

BOX. (Continued) Test-to-release from isolation procedures — National Football League, United States, June 16, 2021–January 1, 2022

December 16, 2021§

- Strongly requested daily testing using laboratory-based and POC RT-PCR after a confirmed positive test result for all fully vaccinated persons with COVID-19
- Permitted fully vaccinated persons with COVID-19 to voluntarily return to work early (before 10 days since first positive test result) upon meeting the following testing and clinical criteria
- Testing criteria: two samples collected ≤24 hours of each other on Day 1 or thereafter (may be collected on the same day; must be separate swabs)
  - Two negative or Ct≥35 laboratory-based RT-PCR test results; or
  - One negative or Ct≥35 laboratory-based RT-PCR test result and one negative POC RT-PCR test result; or
  - Two negative POC RT-PCR test results
- Clinical criteria
  - Asymptomatic or fever-free and improving symptoms for ≥24 hours
  - Medical clearance by the team physician
  - Confirmation of test results by the NFL Chief Medical Officer and clinical consultants
- Although Ct values are not a measure of infectiousness¶ a Ct cutoff of 35 was chosen based on higher Ct values correlating with limited culturable virus using alternative RT-PCR tests**
- Upon return, all persons followed existing NFL-NFLPA masking and behavioral protocols

December 28, 2021

- Allowed for day 5 return if fever-free for ≥24 hours, asymptomatic or improving symptoms, and cleared by team physician, regardless of vaccination status††
- Once cleared from isolation (between Days 5 and 10), all persons were required to wear a KN95 or N95 mask at all times other than when actively engaged in physical activity at practice or in a game until 10 days following positive test result, at which time they returned to existing NFL-NFLPA masking protocols
- Fully vaccinated persons with COVID-19 could return before Day 5 by meeting the December 16 protocol criteria. Upon return, persons were required to follow existing NFL-NFLPA masking and behavioral protocols

Abbreviations: FDA = Food and Drug Administration; NFL = National Football League; NFLPA = National Football League Players Association; POC = point-of-care; RT-PCR = reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction.

* SARS-CoV-2 tests included either laboratory-based real-time RT-PCR (BioReference Laboratories RT-PCR assay [Roche Cobas assay], Roche) or POC RT-PCR (Mesa Biotech Accula SARS-CoV-2 test, Mesa Biotech Inc.); the Roche Cobas RT-PCR test used received FDA Emergency Use Authorization as a qualitative diagnostic assay with a Ct cutoff of >40. Use of this assay with alternative Ct cutoffs is not authorized by FDA. The Mesa Biotech Accula test produces only a qualitative result (positive/negative) and no Ct values.
† Fully vaccinated was defined as ≥14 days after primary vaccine series completion, with or without a booster. Under NFL-NFLPA protocols, persons with 1 dose of a 2-dose mRNA vaccination series and a documented history of COVID-19 were subject to the same requirements as fully vaccinated persons in the NFL-NFLPA protocols; however, these persons were excluded from analyses summarizing the test-to-release from isolation strategy.
** https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/73/11/e3884/6018217
†† https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2021/s1227-isolation-quarantine-guidance.html

among 13 partially vaccinated persons, and 924 (14%) among 6,443 fully vaccinated persons.** Among 117 (12%) cases with a sequenced virus isolate during this period, 111 (95%) were classified as Omicron and six (5%) as the SARS-CoV-2 B.1.617.2 (Delta) variant.

Using data from December 14–19, 2021, a total of 218 (5%) cases were identified in NFL players and staff members among 4,134 persons tested; 87 (97%) of 90 sequenced isolates were Omicron. Among 201 COVID-19 cases in fully vaccinated persons that were either confirmed as Omicron or unsequenced (presumed Omicron), 173 (86%) tested for isolation release; the remaining 28 (14%) did not test frequently enough for inclusion. Among these 173 persons, 53 (31%) obtained at least one negative or Ct≥35 RT-PCR test result on or before day 5 postdiagnosis, 79 (46%) on or before day 6 (concluding 5 full days of isolation), and 146 (84%) within 10 days after
diagnosis. Among the 146 persons with at least one negative or Ct≥35 RT-PCR test result in the 10 days after diagnosis, the median interval from diagnosis to first negative result was 6 days (IQR = 5–8 days); among all 173 persons, the median interval was 7 days (IQR = 5–9 days) (Figure 1).

Overall, 130 (75%) of 173 persons tested for return from isolation met NFL-NFLPA protocol testing criteria before 10 days, with median interval to second negative or Ct≥35 test result of 7 days (IQR = 5–8 days); 122 (71%) met both testing and clinical criteria and were eligible to return to work before 10 days after diagnosis (Figure 2). Among the 130 persons who tested for early return from isolation, 116 applied for early return; the remaining 14 did not because either their job function did not require early return (six), or they were still symptomatic (six); two did not apply for early return for unknown reasons. Among 173 persons who tested for release from isolation, the median time to return to work was 8 days (IQR = 6–10 days). None of the persons who returned to work reported onset of new symptoms after early return during the 10 days after diagnosis.

Summary
What is already known about this topic?
On December 16, 2021, the National Football League (NFL) updated its test-to-release from COVID-19 isolation protocols in response to increasing COVID-19 cases and predominance of the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant.

What is added by this report?
Among 173 vaccinated adults with COVID-19 undergoing serial reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) testing during Omicron predominance, 46% received a negative or high cycle threshold RT-PCR test result on or before day 6 postdiagnosis.

What are the implications for public health practice?
Although a positive RT-PCR test result does not necessarily indicate infectiousness, these data indicate that persons with COVID-19 should continue to take precautions, including correct and consistent mask use, for a full 10 days after symptom onset or after initial positive test result if they are asymptomatic.

FIGURE 1. Percentage of 173 fully vaccinated* COVID-19 patients (SARS-CoV-2 B.1.1.529 [Omicron] and unsequenced†) with a negative or cycle-threshold ≥35§ reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction test result, by number of days after diagnosis — National Football League, United States, December 14–19, 2021

Abbreviations: Ct = cycle threshold; NFL = National Football League; NFLPA = National Football League Players Association; RT-PCR = reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction.
* Fully vaccinated was defined as ≥14 days after primary vaccine series completion. Under NFL-NFLPA protocols, persons with 1 dose of a 2-dose mRNA vaccination series and a documented history of COVID-19 were subject to the same requirements as fully vaccinated persons in the NFL-NFLPA protocols; however, these persons were excluded from analyses summarizing the test-to-release from isolation strategy.
† Among 173 cases, 77 (45%) were sequenced as Omicron, and 96 (55%) were not sequenced (unsequenced). During December 14–19, 2021, 87 (97%) of 90 sequenced isolates from 218 total cases were Omicron, therefore unsequenced cases were presumed Omicron.
§ Although Ct values are not a measure of infectiousness (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/faqs.html) a Ct cutoff of 35 was chosen by NFL based on higher Ct values correlating with limited culturable virus using alternative RT-PCR tests (https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/73/11/e3884/6018217).
Discussion

This report describes results from the NFL test-to-release from isolation strategy for fully vaccinated NFL players and staff members with COVID-19 during December 14–19, 2021, after emergence of the Omicron variant. Before day 10 postdiagnosis, ≥71% of infected persons were asymptomatic or significantly improved for 24 hours and had received two negative or Ct≥35 test results and were therefore eligible to return to work under NFL-NFLPA protocols. Although persons were not systematically tested after return from isolation, and transmission after early return from isolation could not be documented, none of the persons who returned to work experienced new symptoms detected by in-facility symptom monitoring.

CDC recommends an additional 5 days of mask use when around others following an isolation period of 5 days, which can end when a person has been fever-free for 24 hours and other symptoms have improved (10). The results from this analysis support this masking recommendation, although infectiousness or transmission could not be assessed. Under

NFL’s test-to-release from isolation strategy, approximately one half of fully vaccinated persons with COVID-19 had negative or Ct≥35 RT-PCR test results after 5 full days of isolation (i.e., on day 6), and 84% by day 10. CDC advises that persons with access to tests might use an antigen test toward the end of the 5-day isolation period (10), because RT-PCR tests can continue to return positive results with high Ct values intermittently after an initial positive result (4). Ct values are not a validated measure of infectiousness; however, the data from this study indicate that persons can receive a positive test result after a 5-day isolation period. It is therefore important for persons with COVID-19 to continue to wear masks correctly and consistently for a full 10 days after symptom onset or after an initial positive test result if they are asymptomatic (10).

The findings in this report are subject to at least six limitations. First, these data are based on results from highly sensitive RT-PCR tests, whereas CDC advises that persons with access to rapid antigen tests might use these toward the end of the 5-day isolation period (10). Second, because of high community incidence of COVID-19 during this period and limited Omicron genomic sequencing diversity, subsequent transmission postisolation release cannot be ascertained. Third, this investigation is limited to a population of predominantly adult men in an occupational setting, who are likely healthier than the general population, and the NFL testing program differed from U.S. community-based testing; thus, these findings might not be generalizable to other populations. Fourth, Ct values from RT-PCR tests do not necessarily indicate viral load or infectiousness in an individual person, and other factors, including specimen collection and handling, can affect Ct values (7). The use of a Ct≥35 cutoff-point for these RT-PCR tests did not have Emergency Use Authorization and was not systematically evaluated nor had either assay been evaluated against the Omicron variant. Fifth, because of rapid administration of booster vaccine doses during the investigation period, cases could not be reported by booster dose receipt status. Finally, symptom data were not available throughout illness; reporting of asymptomatic status on negative test receipt was based on NFL clubs’ submission for early return permission.

In this report describing test-to-release from isolation strategies in an occupational sport setting and RT-PCR test results among fully vaccinated persons with Omicron variant COVID-19, approximately one half had a negative result or a Ct value ≥35 on or before day 6, concluding 5 days of isolation. Although a positive RT-PCR test result does not necessarily indicate infectiousness, these data indicate that persons with COVID-19 should continue taking precautions, including correct and consistent mask use, for a full 10 days after symptom onset or after initial positive test result if they are asymptomatic.
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